
 
 
 
 
 
 

ARTIFICIAL
 

Pea Soup 
Smoke, haze, snow and special effects 
Pea Soup Ltd    Tel  020 7100 7526

The best artificial snow around, our
producing a carefully selected and treated copolymer film, which is shredded to produce flakes 
of a similar size, density, colour and opacity to those of real snow.

The product provides a unique and hig
snow and is totally harmless to clothing and furniture. 
‘instant snow’ product (sodium polyacrylate

Our snow complies with 
(as tested by 

and is 

Use it for special winter or Christmas themed 
shoots or Christmas grotto theming
controlled snowfall – anything from a gentle sprinkling to a blizzard!
 
Pea Soup’s Artificial Snow is available in 
(equivalent to a fully stuffed pillowcase, giving coverage of approximately 
depth of 1cm).  

 

Realistic, harmless snow

   ideal for window dressing, 

      special effects and 

New improved whiter

ARTIFICIAL Snow

Smoke, haze, snow and special effects supplies 
020 7100 7526  www.smokemachines.net 

our snow achieves an amazing resemblance to the real thing by 
producing a carefully selected and treated copolymer film, which is shredded to produce flakes 
of a similar size, density, colour and opacity to those of real snow. 

The product provides a unique and highly impressive way of simulating falling, fallen or drifted 
snow and is totally harmless to clothing and furniture. It does not yellow, shrink or perish like the 

polyacrylate) sold elsewhere. It can be re-
 

ur snow complies with BSEN597-2:1995 Part 2 Ignition source
(as tested by Fira Intl Ltd to demonstrate compliance) 

is treated with an anti-static coating 
 

winter or Christmas themed window displays, events, 
theming or in conjunction with snow or wind machines to give you a 

anything from a gentle sprinkling to a blizzard! 

is available in 4 kilo heavy duty, heat sealed plastic sacks 
(equivalent to a fully stuffed pillowcase, giving coverage of approximately 

 

The best artificial snow, 

year after year

snow –  

window dressing,  

special effects and event theming 

whiter colour! 

Snow 

achieves an amazing resemblance to the real thing by 
producing a carefully selected and treated copolymer film, which is shredded to produce flakes 

hly impressive way of simulating falling, fallen or drifted 
It does not yellow, shrink or perish like the 

-used year after year. 

2:1995 Part 2 Ignition source fire rating 

 

events, stage, studio, photo 
wind machines to give you a 

heavy duty, heat sealed plastic sacks 
(equivalent to a fully stuffed pillowcase, giving coverage of approximately 5 square metres to a 

 

The best artificial snow, 

year after year! 


